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surement process and, hence, the uncertainty relation
no .
At = 1 betweenextremal spectral andtime resolutions. It
should be pointed out that the measurement by an interrogative (probe) beam naturallyobeysthe same relation. If the
product A o . A t approachesits transform-limitedvalue, we
propose a record of the quantity to
be termed a spectrochronogram in order to draw a distinction between this specific case
and ageneral case of a“time-resolved spectrum,” measured
under conditions where the time resolution is not limited by
the spectrum, but rather
ina trivial manner, by the rate of
processes orelectronics involved aftertheprimaryactof
photon detection. The physical meaning of the spectrochronogram will be discussed in the next section. In Section 111, we
shall touch on some hardware problems and describe our picosecond spectrochronograph.
Theoretical discussions of several problems connected with
spectrochronography can be found inreview papers by Rebane,
I. INTRODUCTION
Hizhnyakov,andSchubert
in [7], [ 8 ] ,andby Takagahara,
ITH the development of single-mode lasers on the one Toyozawa, and Mukamel in [9]. However, the advantages of
hand, and of mode-locked lasers on the other, several spectrochronography are, perhaps, most transparentin the case
concepts and methods have been introduced into optics which of population kinetics studies in a multilevel emitting system
have already been well known in radiospectroscopy. Neverthe- with close-level spacing. If the levels belong to vibrational subless, one should not forget the
principal differences between states of an excited electronic state in condensed matter, the
these fields. There are no optical oscilloscopes that can display emission is hot luminescence (HL) [ l o ] , the rise/decay beof which gives a complete
the waveform of a light signal in the way familiar from radio- havior of different spectral parts
electronics, and theonly possibility to recordthe signal is picture of vibrational energy relaxation in the excited system.
square-law detection. Moreover, when considering spontaneous A consistent treatment of HL requires other possible transient
components (first of all, resonantRaman scattering) of the
optical responses of a material system, rather than the strong
coherentorstimulatedones,quantumstochasticity
[ I ] is secondary light emission at resonance excitation to be involved.
involved. The result is the loss of the phase information in the A corresponding conceptual framework along with the theory
hasbeen developedin our institute during the past
decade.
light detection process with well-known consequences-indisWith
reference
to
several
review
papers
(e.g.,
[
1
1
1
[13]
) for a
tinguishability of T I ,T 2 ,and inhomogeneous broadenings ofa
more
thorough
introduction
into
the
field,
in
Section
IV we
spectral line on the one hand, or unobservability of frequency
shall
present,
as
the
first
example
of
spectrochronography
modulations in direct time-domain measurements (not to menapplications, some experimental spectrochronograms revealing
tionindirectcorrelationtechniques,
which, as is known to
HL.
picosecond spectroscopists, do notprovide sufficient data even
The temporal behavior of a material excitation need not alonthepulse-amplitude
envelope) ontheother.Although
ways
be depictable by a limited number of decay constants.
under certain conditions essential characteristics of the signal
One
can
come upon much more complicated and interesting
(and, hence, of the excitation in a material system) can, after
patterns
of time evolution and transformation of excitations,
all, be reconstructed, an intriguing question arises-is there any
especially
when studying
low-temperature
solids. Such a
general way to extract complete information out of
alightstudy
requires
an
untangling
of
certain
frequency
modulations
emission signal? The answer seems to be obvious: one should
from
the
signal.
So,
here
opens
a
proper
field
of
exploiting
combine spectral and temporal
resolutions. However, a problem
spectrochronography
as
a
demodulation
procedure
in
optics.
ofthe physical natureof a time-dependentspectrum arises
It
is
interesting
to
note
that
there
is
a
far-reaching
resemblance
here. As has been shown in [2] - [ 6 ] , a rigorous definition of
between the spectrochronograph scheme described in Section
such a quantity must consistently take into account the meaI11 and a phase discriminator-the radioelectronical device for
the demodulation of FM signals. From this point of view, in
Manuscript received August 9, 1982; revised January 17, 1983.
Section V of this paper, we shall briefly discuss some further
The authors are with the Institute of Physics, Estonian SSR Academy
applications of picosecond spectrochronography.
of Sciences, Tartu 202400, USSR.

Abstract-The generalproblem of extracting complete (amplitude
and phase) information out of an optical signal is discussed. We have
shown that the best one can do to determine all essential features of
light pulses is to apply simultaneous temporal and spectral analysis to
take spectrochronograms with the appropriate shape of the resolution
cell on the wt-plane. We use the term “spectrochronogram” instead of
the much broaderterm “time-resolved spectrum” for a specific measurement resultwhere the resolutions A w and A t used aretransform
correlated. A novel subtractive mountof monochromators has been
proposed to overcome the obstacles to experimental realization of
uncertainty-principle-limited setups for high spectral resolution picosecond spectrochronography. For the examples of perylene and anthracene molecules, experimental spectrochronograms revealingtemporal
behavior of hot luminescence lines and, correspondingly, picosecond
kinetics of intramolecular vibrational relaxation have been presented.
Some further applications of picosecond spectrochronography have
been discussed.
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11. WHAT
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SPECTROCHRONOGRAM?
Obviously, if at the beginning, for simplicity, one does
not
consider stochastic emission of incoherent ensembles, then a
complete representation of the emitted light pulse is an oscillogram of its waveform. However, in order
to measure such an
oscillogram,oneneedsequipmentwithabandpassthatfar
exceeds the carrier frequency. Since this is unfeasible at optical frequencies, the time-domain measurementgives a more-orless smoothedprofileofthelight
signalenvelope,andthe
information about the phase, i.e., about the carrier frequency
and its changes, is lost. If one tries to overcome this obstacle
by passing over to the frequency domain, one is still not able
to reconstruct the signal from the experimental data since in
this case, the information about the relative phases of spectral Fig. 1. Right-hand side: the wave emitted by a damped oscillator in
components is lost in the light-detection process.
case of asinusoidal driving force. At t = to, the driving forceis
abruptly turned off and the forced vibration turns into free decaying
A promising way of mastering these difficulties is an applicavibration atthenatural (resonance) frequency W O . Left-handside:
tionofbothtimeandspectralresolutions,not
by simply
thespectrum of the wave. Foreground:the solid curve-thetrajecrestricting oneself to comparing the spectrum and the temporal toryinthewtl-space
representing thetemporal behaviorof the
amplitude and carrier frequency of the wave; dashedcurves-interbehavior of the emitted light intensity, but by making a comsections of an imaginable “instantaneousspectrum.”The
rectangle
prehensive measurement of the time dependence of the specrc depicts a Gabor-type resolution cell of an area A w . A t = 271,
trum.However,the‘term“instantaneousspectrum”
is an
which may be ascribed to a prism or grating spectrograph with the
response duration A t (and, correspondingly,sinc-function-shaped
intrinsicallycontradictoryquantity,duetothecomplemenspectral response of FWHM = A w ) .
tarity between time and frequency representations.
A physically clear and distinct
way of displaying the time
dependence of light emission can be obtained by introducing a
in spectroscopy. In the particular case of a spectrograph with
signal trajectory as acurveinthefrequency-time-intensity
normal
slitwidth, as shown in [4], one can put
Fw(t) = T-’
wtl-space.Theprojectionofthis
curve ontotheat-plane
[
Y
(
t
)
Y(t
T)]
exp
(
j
u
t
)
,
where
Y
is
the
Heaviside
unit
gives the time dependence of the instantaneous
value of the
step
and
w
is
the
spectrum
frequency
under
examination.
T
carrier frequency w(t) = $(t) of the signal ReE+(t)(E’ = A(t)
equals
the
interval
between
the
waves
coming
from
the
right
e-@@)). (Thefeasibility of determining w (t ) experimentally
for picosecond laser pulses was first considered in [14] .) The and left edges of the grating, or the exposure time when time
projection of the trajectory onto the It-plane
gives the time resolution is accomplished by a light shutter in front of the
dependenceoftheamplitudeenvelope
(Z(t) = IA(t)12).
In spectrograph(seeSection 111). Thus,itdeterminestheintegration interval of the field,
i.e., the time resolution At = T,
Fig. 1, asimplemodelsituation
is depicted to illustratethe
as
well
as
the
spectral
resolution
A u = 27r/T.
essence of the matter. The trajectory introduced, for certain
So,
the
uncertainty
Aw
.
At
---I
is inherent to I ( o , t ) , and
conditions of limited bandwidth, presents the
same information
the
latter
can
be
imaged
as
a
set
of
response
intensities on a
as the oscillogram does, so the aim of an experiment should be
grid
of
“elementary
instrument
cells”
in
the
ut-plane. Due to
to determine the shape of the trajectory as precisely as possible
the
finite
area
of
these
Gabor-type
cells,
the
surfaceof Z(w, t )
via a physically measurable time-dependent spectrum.
resembles
a
quilted
blanket,
covering
the
ut-plane
with the
The problem of a rigorous definiton of the latter quantity
trajectory
curve
above
the
plane,
rather
than
a
silk
cloth hangis discussed in [2] - [ 6 ]. A physical time-dependent spectrum
ing
on
the
curve.
Therefore,
from
a
spectrochronogram,
the
Z(w, t ) can be definedthrough an instrument (tuned to w )
trajectory
can
hardly
be
recognized
(Fig.
2).
In
addition,
the
function Fw ( t )
spectrochronogramexhibitssomecharacteristicoscillations.
The reason for the latter is interference effects in the course of
I(w, f) =
- t’)E+(t’)dt’
convolution formation between the signal amplitude and oscil1
(1)
latory “fine structure” of the response at the resolution cell.
Hence, the spectrochronogram is a result of an analysis of the
or, rewritten for a quantum-mechanical ensemble[4]
temporal behavior of the frequency contents
of light, when
theinstrumentationcomes
close to achieving theminimum
Z(w, t )
- t ’ )Fw(t - t’ - T ) G(r, t ’ , T ) dt’ d~ (la) uncertainty A o * At, andspecificfeaturesoftheintensity
surface appear on the wt-plane due to the correlations between
for which the emitted field at the pointr is determined by the its points. The slower and the more large-scale the trajectory
correlation function G(r, t , T ) = (E-@,t)E+(r,t + T ) ) , E - and changes are, the more directly they canbe displayed by choosE+ being the negative- and positive-frequency components of
ing an appropriate shape of the resolution
cell to record the
the electric field operator, respectively.
spectrochronogram (Fig. 3).
As for definitions, the term “time-resolved spectrum” should
Inthesteady-statecase,when
G does notdependon
t,
preferentiallybeusedastheresultofameasurementona
I ( u , t ) results in an expression of the spectrum convolution
Aw and At arenot
with the instrument bandpass function profile, which
is familiar large ut-scale, where theresolutions
IS A

1 bw(t

=Jk,(t

l2
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gram. It shouldberecalled
thatthequantum-mechanical
picture of photon spontaneous emission involves an ensemble
(of experiments) even in the case of one emitter. Finally, one
need not analyze spectrochronograms on the
basis of trajectories
only. From I(w, t), one can deducephysically lesstransparent,
but unambiguously determined quantities, such as the correlation function G ( t ,.r)and/or a time-dependent power spectrum,
which is Fourier correlated to the former[6] .
To conclude, in the optical domain,
where a measurement
inevitablyprovides only partial information on
a light waveform, the best we can do to determine all essential features of
nonstationary light emission is totakespectrochronograms
with appropriateshapes of the resolutioncell.
Fig. 2 . Spectrochronogram, calculated for the model situationof Fig. 1.
Right-hand side: the resolution ceII corresponding to A t = 6 is shown.
The oscillator decay constant has been taken as a time unit, itsreciprocal, as a unit for the emission frequency w - W O . After the driving
force of a frequency w , = wo - 4 is switched off at t = 0, one can
observe a nonmonotonic behavior of the intensity around the emitter
frequency, which transforms into an exponentially decaying Lorentzian-like band at t = 6, i.e., after the spectrograph has forgotten the
carrier frequency jump.

111. EXPERIMENTAL

Fromthe experimentalist’s pointof view, theproblem is
reduced to creating an apparatus which is able to resolve, with
a sufficient sensitivity, the area in the ut-plane approachingas
near as possible theminimum value A u A t 1. Forthis,the
following two general types of setups exist: 1) a shutter placed
in front of a spectrometer and triggered by a picosecond laser
pulse via some nonlinear phenomenon; and 2) a spectrometer
with a sufficiently fast photodetector behind it. In either case,
the possibility of a simultaneous following of the evolution of
many spectral components in time requires
a recording with
multichannel optical detectors. Analyzing the possible advantages and drawbacks of these two principal setups, onereaches
the conclusion that, at the current technical
level, mode-locked
CW lasers with extremely stable transform-limited pulses and
modern high-speed optical datarecording by synchroscan streak
cameras, the latter setups guarantee
higher sensitivity, dynamic
range, stability, flexibility,andeven higher temporal resolution.
This is not the case with the signal up-conversion setup, where
thetemporalresolution
canbe determined mainly by laser
pulse duration. On the other hand, the former type of setups
are generally simpler and less expensive.
Owing to a fundamentalpropertyof
a spectralfilter,the
Fig. 3. Spectrochronogram calculated according to (la) for the secondspectrometer
not
only
determines
the
spectral
resolution, but
ary light emission of an ensemble of two-level systems subjected to
it also introduces temporal dispersion which, as arule, conexcitation by along, but weak, rectangular laser pulse and, unlike
the previous example, impact-type relaxation. As compared to Fig. 2,
siderably exceeds the value of A t determined by spectral resothe excitation frequency detuning is much larger ( w l - w o = 16) and
lution
throughtheuncertainty
relation. Here,the reasons,
of the opposite sign (to place the trajectory of forced vibrations, i.e.,
similar to those discussed in theprevious sections, are associated
of scattered light in the forefront). After the driving field is switched
off at t = 0, the scattering dies out within A t = 1 (chosen equal to
with the phase factor; in a real spectrometer, residual aberrathe reciprocal of FWHM of the absorption line), while the emission at
tions
and geometrical imperfectionscausesubstantial
phase
the free-running frequency of the system (i.e., luminescence), after a
modulations in the pulse response function. Since the intensity
little increase due to the excitation switchoff, decays exponentially
with the depopulation rate of the upper level, which is taken equal
envelope of the response is not sensitive to the modulation of
to 0.6 (for details see [ 151 ).
its carrier frequency, while its spectral content is, the measurable pulse response should follow certain “ideal” (rectangular,
transformcorrelated,but
are determinedseparatelybythe
as is the case in Section 11) profiles, for the given spectrometer,
parts of the setup with A u n t >>I. On the other hand, the
while the profile of the frequencytransmission band is affected
term“dynamicspectrogram”introducedin
[14] for repre- and broadened by “nonideality.” This seems
to be a general
senting carrier frequency changes in deterministic laser pulses rule for any spectral instrument, and the only obvious way to
should not, in our opinion, be extendedto the quantity deter- compensate for the nonideality is a substantial aperture restricmined by expression (1 a).
tion.In
[16] , [17] , we treatedtheproblemquantitatively
Let us note that in the case of a statistical ensemble of emit- and showed the possibility of the pulse response narrowing up
ters, each particularrealization of the trajectoryloses meaning, to its transform-limited value in a substractive dispersion highand a distribution of trajectories should be considered, which
luminosity double monochromator at a supernormal width of
in the general case is, in fact, conveyed by a spectrochrono- theintermediate slit.Here, it is worth recalling thatinthe
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substractivedispersion monochromator,thesame
dispersion
elements in both parts of the monochromator
are connected
on substractive mode to give zero dispersion at the exit slit.
The spectral resolution of such
a monochromator is determined
by the dispersion in the plane of the intermediate slit and by
its geometrical width. The price one has to pay for thatsimple
solution to the excess temporal broadening problem in a spectral apparatus is losing the possibility ofcarryingoutthe
experimentswithsimultaneous
recording ofmanyspectral
components-the spectral axes to be scanned point-by-point.
Experimental problems may still arise, which obviate simultaneous resolving of the whole spectrum in time. This can be
coped with by a polychromator with an aperture restricted to
a required extent (Fig. 4). The aperture restriction holds only
in one direction, which, in a grating instrument, is perpendicular to the grooves of the grating. So, in this case, the result is
reached at the expense of the signal-to-noise ratio, whichin
picosecond experiments is critical anyway. It should be noted
that as long as the achievement oftheminimum
value of
AoAt
1 is hinderedbytheopticalimperfection
of the
grating, there is, in principle, apossibility of improving the
situation by a proper optimization of this unit. But it should
be stressed that decreasing A o . A t cannot beaccomplished
simply by using acoarsergrating.
For given aberrations and
luminosity of collimating optics, the coarser the grating, the
shorter the time response. This occurs at the expense of A o ;
hence, the product A o . A t remains too large. A clever way
to restore the effective aperture of the grating under circumstances close to spectrochronography has beenproposedin
[14], but this method is not convenient for use over a wide
spectral range.
The picosecond spectrochronograph used in this work (Fig.
5) is based on a combination of a spectra physics mode-locked
CW oxazine I dye laser, synchronously pumped at 82 MHz by
a krypton-ion laser, a spectrometer, and a streak camera. For
data recording and processing, an EC IO10 computer-controlled
B&M Spektronik OSA 500 optical multichannel analyzer with
an SIT vidicon is used.
For spectroscopic applications with temporal resolution, the
most essential system parameters are the spectral tuningrange,
time and spectral resolutions, detection threshold, and dynamic
range.
The tuning range of our dye laser with a two-plate birefringent filter as the tuning element is 685-805 nm. The real time
scanning-autocorrelator-measured 3 ps nearly transform-limited
pulses have peakpower within the range of100-1000 W.
Using an LiI03 angle-tuned frequency doubler, excitation in
the 345-400 nm UV region is achieved. The second harmonic
generation efficiency reaches 1 percent.
As a spectrally resolving instrument, a substractive dispersion
mount of two high-luminosity single-grating monochromators
MDR-2 is used. The dispersion of the MDR-2 with replaceable
1200 and 600 groove/mm gratings is 2 and 4 nm/mm, respectively. The temporal response function of the monochromator
is obtained by means of 3 ps dye laser pulses at -750 nm, and
a streak camera setup "Agat-SF" in single-shot operation with
a temporal resolution (FWHM) of 8 ps. The smallest intermediate slit spectral width at which the response was detectable
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the single-grating 40 cm focal-length highluminosity (1 : 2,5) monochromator MDR-2 response FWHM on the
width of the working aperture on a 600 groove/mm grating, as tested
by 3 ps dye laser pulses at 750 nm.
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Fig. 5 . Picosecond spectrochronograph
for
studying
time-resolved
emission spectrawithuncertainty-principle-limitedresolutions.
L:
lens, N C nonlinear crystal for second harmonic generation, F : filter,
K : cryostat, X : synchroscan streak camera, D :photodiode, SYNC:
synchronization unit, DRIV: streak camera driver. Right-hand side:
the main parameters of the spectrochronograph and the test picture
showing finetemporal resolution are displayed. FWHM of streak
camera response in the statical (without streaking) modeis also
indicated.

was 7 cm-' . In this case, as shown in Fig. 6, no remarkable
pulse broadeningoccurred.Atthe
same time,an additive
dispersion doublemonochromatorwiththesamespectral
slitwidthshowed an extremelypoortemporal
response.A
comparison should also be made with the temporal resolution
of a single unit of MDR-2 with a filled aperture in Fig. 4.
The data recording system is based on a streak camera with
UMI-93M or PV-OOlA/PMU-l image converter tubes having a
1-2 ps temporal resolution. Instead of commonly used pulsed
deflection, continuous streaking in synchronism with the picosecond CW dye laser operation [ 181, [ 191 is used. Maximum
sweep rate at the center of the streak camera output screen is
3 cm/ns. For the synchronization of deflection and
laser pulses,
the following two methods [20] were used: I) the sinusoidal
R F signal of the acoustooptic mode-locked driver is doubled
to 82 MHz, amplified up to 3 kV, and then used as deflection
voltage. At the expense of time-consuming laser optimization
and 30-50 percent loss in the average power, thismethodgives,
at best, a temporal FWHM = 30 ps; and 2) the amplified out-
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)
(a)
Fig. 6. Streak camera-measured temporal response ofdoublemonochromator with completely filled aperture and with slits giving -7
cm-l spectralresolution.(a)
Subtractive dispersion monochromator
compiled from
two
monochromators
MDR-2 (600 grooves/mm,
1 :2.5, F = 40 cm, 4 nmimm).(b)
DFS-24-a common Kamanqualityspectrometer(1200
grooves/mm, 1 :5.3, F = 82.2 cm, 0.5
nm/mm). FWHM’s of streak camera responses are indicated.

put voltage of a signal generator, workingwith a recurrence
frequency close to that of the laser, is used for deflection. This
frequency is locked to the laser by a fast photodiode. By this
method,a very stable,approximately 10 ps, spectrochronograph temporal response (see Fig. 5) was achieved. The quasisteady image on the streak camera output screen is recorded
by means of an SIT vidicon and fed (with the speed of 500
channels/8 s) into the computerEC IO10 for further treatment.
U
In the present case, the computer treatment consists of data
correction for changes in sensitivity as a function of the position (time) in the streak camera and in one- or two-exponential
least-squares fitting of experimentalcurves, taking into account
the temporal response function of the spectrochronograph.
nmThe sensitivity of the spectrochronograph was estimated by
1Fig. 7. Two views of thespectrochronogram of the fluorescence of
comparing it with that of an FEU-106 photomultiplier workperylene molecules (near the 0-0 transition region) in the n-heptane
ingin the single-photon counting mode; the spectrochronomatrixat 4.2 K. The spectral width of the intermediate slit is 31
cm-l. At t = 0 an excitation by frequencydoubled
3 ps long and
graph unit signal level corresponds to the 50-100 photons on
5 cm-l spectrally wide laser pulses at h = 393.8 nm populate a selected
thestreak camera photocathode(multihalidecathode).The
high-lying intramolecular vibrational level of SI manifold. €or other
linear dynamic range was measured to be > l o 3 , and was found
details see the text.
to be limited on the upper end by the A/D converter of the
OSA 500, and on the lower end by the
noise of the streak
matrix-isolated perylenemolecules (see also [22],[23]) and
camera [21].
specThe samples-frozen solutionsof
perylenein
n-heptane anthracene molecules in the fluorene crystal. From the
(with
saturated
concentration
of
M/l),
and
anthracene trochronograms obtained, vibrational lifetimes of the molecular
in fluorene (<lo-’ M/1)-were placed into a liquidHe cryostat. system levels in the S1 state were derived.
The three-dimensional spectrochronograms of the resonance
Tightly focusedfrequency-doubledexcitation
pulses froma
secondary
emission of perylenemolecules inthen-heptane
dye laser with an average power density of 6-30 W/cm2 were
matrix
at
4.2
K under excitation, which is -2880 cm-l higher
used. Thespontaneous emission at -90’ totheexcitation
than
the
0-0
transition
energy, is displayed in Fig. 7. On the
direction was gathered with the aid of high-luminosity optics
right-hand
side
of
the
change
of the intensity scale, four slowly
and focused onto the MDR-2 input slit. The temporally equidecaying
(with
5-6
ns
time
constant)
ordinary (i.e., vibrationdistanttrainof
pulses, obtainedbythe
laser beam passage
ally
relaxed)
luminescence
(OL)
lines
are seen. On the left,
through the Fabry-Perot interferometer,served for the calibraone
can
observe
four
short-lived
HL
lines
arising, due to the
tion of the spectrochronograph timeaxis (see Fig. 5).
radiative transitionsfromtheexcited
levels oftwolowest
totally symmetric vibrational modes of the perylene molecule
IV. VIBRATIONAL
RELAXATION
KINETICSI N THE
populatedinthecourse
of theexcitation energy relaxation
EXCITEDSI ELECTRONICSTATEOF SOMEORGANIC
process in the SI state. The transitions are assigned by indiMOLECULAR SYSTEMS
cating the initial and final vibrational levels in the excited and
Here, we present and discuss the results of the first direct ground electronic states,respectively.
In the Shpolskij systems, there
ordinarily exist some types of
observation of the picosecond range temporal behavior of
inhomogeneous centers having, on the whole, similar spectra,
vibronic lines in the luminescence spectrum of the paraffine-
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TABLE I
LIFETIMES
r (ps) FOR THE LQWEST VIBROKIC
LEVELS
OF
MOLECULE
IN tl-HEPTAh’E AT 4.2 K
A s s i g nvmi be rnat t i o n a l

t o vibrational

1580

C =25,622,7p s
+

o + o

fi...

(this work)

( ;241)

modes

(cm-‘ )

NJ,
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1

energy i n S , state

N%+

A PERYLENE
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’
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5i2
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14i3
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2v’

21 . O i l . 4
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Fig. 8. The time axis cuts of the spectrochronogram shown in Fig. 7
at (a) h = 446 nm and (b) h = 438 nm. Solid lines represent the
least-squares fit of the dotted experimental curves. The spectrochronograph temporal response function has FWHM = 40 ps. The given
lifetimes are averaged over a number of measurements.

but different transition frequencies. One has to also note the
essentialadvantages of measuring thebroadinhomogeneous
spectra with time resolution in order to distinguish the spectal
components of different origins and to interpret the spectra
properly. In the present
case, one sees two distinct series of
OL lines which correspond to two types of perylene impurity
centers: “red” and “blue” (marked in
Fig. 7 with brackets).
AU HL lines belong to the “red” centers,which have considerably higher density [the 0-0 line of these centersis suppressed
by reabsorption (for details see [ 2 3 ] ) ] .
In Fig. 8, the time axis cuts of the spectrochronogram at the
0-0 and vi -+ 0 transition wavelengths are given. If the shape
of the latter is quite well-approximated with the convolution
ofthespectrochronograph
response functionandtheoneexponential decay, the shape of the former is much more complicated. This is due to the overlapping of rapidly decaying
Nv; 3 Nv,-type hot transitions to0-0 transition (the perylene
intramolecular vibrational quanta differ only slightly in So and
S1 electronic states).
The decay time of the S I state vibrational levels obtained by
the one-exponential least-squares fit of experimental curves are
gathered in Table I. For comparison, in the last column, the
decay timesestimatedfromthesteady-state
HL spectrum
[24] are also shown.
Analogous measurements were performed in mixed crystalanthracene in fluorene. An essential advantage of this system
is that with our dye laser, we are able to tune the excitation
almost over the whole So S1 absorption band and thus, to
investigate the peculiarities oftherelaxationofdifferent
amounts of excess vibrational energy.
-+
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Fig. 9. The time axis cuts of the anthracene fluorescence spectrochronogram: (a) at 380 nm (excitation at 373.4 nm or 0-0 + 2 X 400
an-’);(b) at 369 nm (363.8 nm - 0-0 + 1500 cm-l). The spectrochronograph response functions, indicating the zero time point, are
also shown. TR and T D denote the rise and decay times, respectively.
Other details are thesame as in Figs. 7 and 8.

In this work, two excitation frequencies
were used, corresponding to the excitation up to the 2 X v; 2 800 cm-’ and
v; = 1500 cm-’vibrational Franck-Condon levels in the S1
state of anthracene. As expected, in the first case [Fig. 9(a)],
only one HL line (vi .+ 0) is detected. (Strictly speaking, the
lines of type Nv, -+ ( N - 1) v, overlap with lines vh -+ 0, but
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TABLE I1
TIMECONSTANTS
T R A N D rD(ps) FOR THE LOWEST VIEIRONIC
LEVELS
OF AN ANTHR4CEVE MOLECULE
IN FLUOREYE AT 4.2 K.
EXPERlMENTAL ERROR
k15 PERCENT
Vibratlonal energy

Assignment to

in SI state (an-')

vibratlonal

''

ID

20

22

2s

28

T

(L241)

modes
1500
1400

400

6i1

v;

"i
v;

3.sr1.5

in certain cases theircontribution is small.) Inthesecond
case (for steady-state spectra at this excitation see [24] j , one
additional HL line (vi + O j is seen [Fig. 9(bj]. All relaxation
constants derived are gathered in Table I1 (constants for v i -+ 0
transition under different excitation conditionscoincide within
experimental error).
It is clear from these results that the energy relaxation processes in thc two systems under study are quite different. In
the case ofperylene,the HL level population processes are
very fast, which is expressed in the exciting-pulse-limited rise
time of HL lines (Fig. 8). On the contrary, theHL lines in the
system withanthracene are growing slowly. As can be seen
from Table 11, the v; + 0 HL line rise time coincides within a
15 percent experimental error with the vi + 0 line decay time.
Probably, this is due totheexcitationconditions
used. It
seems that under low-excess vibrational excitation energy, the
mostimportant relaxation pathways go essentially through
Franck-Condon levels, whichin the cases under study have
rather long decay times and give rise to the bottleneck effect
for the rise times of the HL lines. This effect should also be
expressedin
theretardation
of the OL rise time,but in
practice it is hardly noticeable on the background of the slow
OL rise. Yet the data for the anthracene vibrational relaxation
kinetics have to be specified, due to a rather low signal and
poor signal-to-noise ratio.
The energy relaxation times
measured are surprisingly long
if one considers the relative complexity of the molecules and
the existence of the phonon bath of the matrix. These interestingaspects, as wellas someotherfeatures of vibrational
energy relaxation, including the microscopicinvestigation of
the relaxation mechanisms in complex and semicomplexmolecules, need further study.
Finally, comparing measured relaxation constants with those
estimatedfromthesteady-state
HL spectrum,onenotices
quite large discrepancies, especially in the case of anthracene.
This is not surprising,whenkeeping
in mind the difficulties
one has to overcome in deriving the HL line intensities from
inhomogeneous spectra and the roughness of the approximations used.

V. FURTHER
APPLICATIONS
Let us now consider a system (e.g., a molecule) in which a
particular vibrational mode is excited so highly after the laser
pulse (it can occur via a one-photon process in the case of a
strong electron-phonon coupling) that, due to thehigh phonon
number, the vibration follows a classical pattern. As the fre-
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quency oftheemitted
light is modulated by thevibration
throughelectron-phononcoupling,the
emission trajectory
should be a lying sinusoid on the wt-plane, whose frequencysweep amplitude decreases with time inaccordance with the
relaxation of the vibration, and which subsides on the plane in
accordancewith electron-oscillatordamping.
Thus, in the
given case, which is typical for color centers in solids, spectrochronography enables us to reveal informationonvibration
(or vibrations), which manifests itself in conventional spectra
as a wide structurelessband. Model calculations of spectrochronogramsforcolorcenterswithstrongelectron-phonon
coupling have been carried out in [ 5 ] .
Let us stress thatthedescriptionofthe
relaxation of an
excitation by a well-known picture of the constants
T I and
T 2 , for determining which of a number of sophisticated techniques have been developed, is possible only in impact approximation,and becomes invalid atlowtemperatures.Sucha
non-Markoffian type of relaxation should be described through
thecharacterizingofthefluctuations
acting ona relevant
dynamical system. As could be alreadyseen on the simplest
example of polarizability with a frequency denominator ( m i w: - iwly)-', thefluctuations of the resonance frequency
w o affect both real and imaginary parts of the quantity. Thus,
in order to investigate the fluctuations, one needs to untangle
AM and FM in the opticalresponse, which is again a proper
task for spectrochronography. It is even more prospective in
the study of the FM, caused by AM excitation, Le., for a timeresolved study of strong-field effects (see theory in [25] >.
In case theshapeoftheresolution
cell is appropriately
fitted to the field under study, the width of the spectrochronogram in the w direction may turn out to be less than the
natural one. In the case of pure lifetime broadening, if one
chooses an exponentially decayingresponse
functionwith
thetimeconstantequaltothelifetime,thespectrallineis
asymtotically (as t -+ m j 6-shaped (see theory in [ 2 6 ] , [27] j ,
thus allowing aspectroscopywithasubnatural
resolution.
The physical reason for the narrowing effect is that thedecaying light wave is normalized into a constant amplitude one in
this specially fitted instrument and, therefore, it is processed
the same way that a monochromatic wave would be processed
in an ideal Fourier-transformer during the time interval t .
As toother scientific and technological applications, we
have no possibility of discussing heresuch obvious ones as
monitoring the performance of mode lockers, pulse shapers,
and other high-speed devices, as well as some less-obvious ones,
as used in investigations of photobiology [28] , chemical reaction kinetics, explosion, plasma physics, and other fields of
physical, chemical, and biological research, which all use one
or another specific qualityofthespectrochronograph.
To
close this section, we confine ourselves to presenting only one
example demonstrating how the spectrochronograph described
in Section 111 can easily be applied to solving certain problems
(included technological) belonging t o rather different fields of
activity. In Fig. 10, a simultaneously temporally and spatially
resolved GaAlAs heterojunction laser generation [ 2 9 ]is shown.
In this case, the time axis is directed perpendicular to the exit
slit of the spectrometer and the position is along the slit. Note
themicrometer-rangeline
dimension unit. High-obtainable
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A Semiconductor Detector for Measuring Ultraweak
Fluorescence Decays with 70 ps FWHM Resolution

A6SWQCt-The performance of a new single-photon avalanche photodiode particularly suitable for the detection of fast and ultraweak light
pulses is described. The advantages of this device over other available
detectors are discussed. The electronic circuitry developed allows the
of 70 ps
measurement of fluorescence decays with atimeresolution
FWHM (full-width at half-maximum) and a data acquisition rate of up
to 50 kHz.

level has to be evaluated with reference to the numberNDR of
detected photons per resolving time TR of the measurement.
In order to obtain measurements having a high signal-to-noise
ratio (SIN) with moderate or low N D R , say withNDR < io4,
the measurement apparatus, besides having a short T R , must:
1) have averaging capability, that is, it must accumulate the
data obtained from many repetitions of thefluorescence pulse
so thatfluctuationsdue
to theradiationstatistics
canbe
I . INTRODUCTION
averaged out; 2) employ photodetectorswith high internal
HE development of laser techniques for generating ultra- amplification A D , that is, transduction systemswhere one
short light pulses at wavelengths from UV to IR has stimu- detectedphoton is transducedinto ahigh number A D of
lated studies of ultrashort fluorescence phenomena in various electrical conduction carriers (free electrons or electron-hole
fields, particularly in photochemistry and molecular
biology. pairs). This requirement arises because of the electrical noise
The difficulty of obtaining very short time resolution in mea- in the circuits of the measurement apparatus. In fact, in order
surements of fluorescencedecay times is often increased by to avoid degradation of the information carried, the electrical
the low intensity of the
light to be detected. The intensity
signal should be much higher than this noise, so that the lower
the NDR , the higher the requiredA D .
Theshortest resolving timesamongelectronicmethods,
a
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